














 

Pantry 18” Tandem Basket 

functionality and style with a chrome tandem 
basket pantry.

Offering easy access using heavy-duty chrome 
wire-frame basket mounted in both the cabinet 
interior and along the inside of the door.

Each basket is fully adjustable to accommodate 
your needs.


Cabinet Interior 

Fully laminated 3/4” plywood , full box and 
shelving construction creates very strong .

Straight , high quality cabinets that are easy to 
clean and meant to last a lifetime



 

Lift Up Hinge  

Providing full access to hard to reach spaces in upper cabinets, the lift-up 
hinge offers smooth action and an out-of-the-way profile in spaces that are 
high enough to allow for this convenient door hinge.

Swing Up Hinge 

Providing full access to hard to reach spaces in upper cabinets, 
the swing-up hinge offers smooth action in kitchens where the 
celling may be close to the top of the upper cabinets allowing 
for convenient access.



 

Tilt Up Hinge  

Providing full access to hard to reach spaces in upper cabinets, the 
tilt-up- hinge offers smooth action in kitchens where the celling may be 
to close to the top of the upper cabinets allowing for convenient 
access

2 Drawer Base Unit 

Deep storage two-drawer base cabinets offer a great storage 
solution for large pots and pans ,bowls and storage containers .

This cabinet is a luxurious storage solution for any kitchen.



 

Plate Organizer -ROT 

The plate organizer , pull-out is an terrific way to 
store your dishes and pans below the counter.

Allowing an efficient use of your larger storage 
spaces.

This accessory will free up space on your upper 
cabinet shelves.

Plate Organizer - Drawer  

The plate organizer , drawer base is a terrific way to store your dishes and paid below 
the counter.

Allowing an efficient use of your larger storage spaces.

This cabinet will free up spaces on your upper cabinets shelves.



 

Lazy Susan 

Lazy Susan corner cabinets are a revolutionary solution for making the 
most of hard-to-reach corner spaces.

With easy-spinning , wire-frame , chrome basket trays , its easy to store 
and access anything from pots and pans to pantry items.

Magic Open 

The blind base “magic open” accessory offers unique, easy access 
to hard-to-reach blind corner spaces.

The mechanism allows for the chrome , wire-frame baskets to easily 
glide within reach just by opening the door.



  

Spice Rack 6” 

Bring functionality and style to your kitchen with a chrome pullout spice 
rack.

Offering easy access and smooth pullout using heavy-duty hardware, soft 
close mechanism and chromed drawer.


Spice Rack 9” 

Bring functionality and style to your kitchen with a chrome 
pullout spice rack.

Offering easy access and smooth pullout using heavy-duty 
hardware, soft close mechanism and chromed drawer.




 

Trash Rack 

If space allows , its very nice to have pullout trash base cabinet using 
heavy-duty hardware and two bins to accommodate recycling.

ROT With 170 Hinges  

170 Degree hinges open just short of hitting the adjacent cabinets and give 
amazing access to large base cabinets.

The hinges are especially useful when adding roll-out drawer trays.



 

Pantry 12” Pullout 

Bring functionality and style to your kitchen with a chrome pullout 
pantry.

Offering easy access and smooth pullout action using heavy duty 
hardware ,soft close mechanism and chromed , wire-frame drawer 
trays.     


Pantry 18” Pullout 

Bring functionality and style to your kitchen with a chrome 
pullout pantry.

Offering easy access and smooth pullout action using heavy 
duty hardware ,soft close mechanism and chromed , wire-frame 
drawer trays.     




 

Deep ROT


Deep roll out trays offer a very convenient ease of use.

Apart from basic storage they remove the need to crouch down on your 
knees , allowing you to access everything you need.

Cabinet Interior 

Fully laminated 3/4” plywood , full box and shelving 
construction creates very strong .

Straight , high quality cabinets that are easy to clean and 
meant to last a lifetime



 

Handels  

Brushed aluminum low-profile drawer pulls add easy function with simplicity of 
design to match the clean and contemporary of a modern kitchen.

Glass Door -Wood 

Wood framed glass doors add light and depth to any kitchen along with being 
an added design element that creates visual interest while maintaining 
integration with the overall finish.

Glass Door Aluminum With Handles  

Aluminum framed frosted glass doors with an integrated finger-pull 
handles are a great accent to lighten and add depth to your kitchen .

They can be installed vertically or horizontally and used as an accent 
or as full set of upper cabinets creating as bold statement.




